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On Saturday we ventured down to Mitcham oval to tackle SMOSH/West Lakes in a semi-final (1 v 4) with the winner straight into the Grand Final. A heavy 
shower greeted us just before the first bounce so we knew it was going to be slippery, tough contested footy early on. The boys came out fierce with their 
attack on the footy and player and it was a real arm wrestle early on. We didn’t take some of our chances though and kicked 1.5 for the quarter to the 
oppositions 2.2 but we went in the break certainly right in the contest. 

Early in the second term SMOSH got on top and kicked a couple goals in a row to establish some breathing space but we kept at it gave ourselves a chance to 
hit back and stay in touch but still couldn’t quite convert in front of goal and ended up scoring 4 points for the term, whilst SMOSH were efficient and kicked 3.1 
to go into the main break with a handy 3 goal lead. 

Like many times this year the boys came out after half time and gave it everything. Our midfield really lifted and we spent the majority of the quarter in our 
forward half. We kicked 4 points in a row to go to 1.13 before we finally put one through the big sticks. We soon goaled again to get within 7 points and had 
our tails up. Unfortunately SMOSH hit back straight away with a centre clearance resulting in a quick goal with their first inside 50 of the term. They then kicked 
another goal from a rare inside 50 and this really hurt us after such dominance and the lead was back out to nearly 3 goals at 3 quarter time. 

We gave it everything in the last quarter and had a few chances to get close to them but it just wasn’t to be our day. A few costly errors, poor kicking at goal 
and to the oppositions credit they played hard, tough footy and took their chances to run out 21 point victors. A shattering loss for boys who worked so hard 
all year and in the pre-season. Our midfield tried hard all day with Ben Williams having a huge influence and clearly being our best, Jimmy Allan got plenty of 
the ball and skipper Jack Green and Harrison George both were handy contributors. Up forward Izaak Twelftree and Nick Worrall both had some good moments 
and Adam Zeni was lively. In Defence Ollie Harms and Heath Rusby kept some dangerous forwards quiet and Matt Falzon played well. 
 
2021 saw the boys play some fantastic football and win another minor premiership but we play to win the big one so a shattering end for us after such a great 
minor round. We are hurting big time but this will again make us stronger and I’ve been so proud of the way the boys have given everything this year. We have 
seen so much improvement from our young group and 2022 there is so much to look forward to! It’s been a pleasure and privilege to once again coach these 
lads.
Cheers Woodsy

Nathan Woods, 
Senior Coach

A GRADE MATCH REPORT



The Prelim Final saw the Reserves play Gepps Cross at Mitcham, in what was a special day for the club having 3 sides playing off in a Prelim after what was a 
great minor round in 2021. 

We knew from the get go this was going to be a tough encounter as Gepps had really found some form since they beat us on their deck.  We had only lost two 
games for the season, one against Walkerville who were already through to the GF and this mob. 

Before the game the warm up was solid with everyone focused and after seeing what was happening ot our team mates in the C’s no one was going into this 
with anything less than a pure understanding of how this day could end up. 

The first, and the whole game, was a tough old affair, although we had a majority of the paly and were on top in the midfield and in defence, we just needed to 
take our chances.  At one stage we locked the ball in our 50 for what seemed and eternity with no result, but such is finals.  We finished the first up by 7 points 
2.1 – 13 to 1.0 – 6. 

The second was a continuation of the first with the boys dominating most of the play but this time not taking advantage of our opportunities in front of goal, 
we managed only 5 points for the quarter where Gepps only managed 4 so went into half time up by 8 points. 

Halftime was all about the dominance we were showing over the ground but not taking advantage of, and composure. 

The third we battled away we battled manfully and there was a truly dubious decision that lead to a 25m and a certain goal for Gepps.  The game was not pretty 
but where Gepps had come in with a clear intention of intimidating our boys, this simply did not happen, we are no longer that “College Boy” side, we are finals 
hardened and don’t back down to any tactic despite it flirting with the rules and in the spirit of the game. When the opposition feel the need to point out at the 
end “no hard feelings it was part of the game” you know they have pushed the boundaries but we stood our ground and I am proud of them for that – those 
bruises are badges boys! 3.9-27 to 2.8-20 

The last Gepps got on a run and once their heads were up they were always going to be hard to stop.  WE had our moment to take the game away from them 
and kill it off, but we missed our target, turned the ball over and the rest is history. 3.10-28 to 4.11-35  

Venks and Fish showed true experience across half back, Benno battled on against the head tattoed freak who was going to kill everyone, Skunk was just a 
tower of strength with countless contested marks on the last line of defence, Howey battled on despite copping what in other years with have been a game 
ending knock earlier in the game, Will Meyer in the last line showed experience and composure beyond his years and Tom Duffy was strong at CHF all day.
I am extremely proud of each and every player that came through the B’s this year, and every single player at the club for that matter, it was a hell of a year 
and we will celebrate this year when the pain is gone.  But remember this pain boys, this is truly the one that got away and it hurts … it really hurts!  We will 
be better for it, hungrier than ever and we know it isn’t a given, not even at the end.  All going well and I get another opportunity to stand in front of you and 
guide, teach and mentor you one more time, we will be one to watch 2022 could be scary for anyone that comes up against the Pembroke Kings Reserves side!

Tom Wightman,
B Grade Coach
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On Saturday the mighty Glamours travelled over to Mitcham Oval for our all important Preliminary Final against our old rivals Adelaide Uni. All the hard work we had put in throughout 
the preseason and then into the home and away rounds had come down to this game and we had been building towards it for a while. We knew exactly how massive this match was 
with a Grand Final berth on offer and the boys were seriously pumped about giving it everything they had. With nine inclusions from the side that smashed Morphetville Park we 
knew we had a seriously strong side on paper and enough to get the job done. With leading goal kicker Harry Bilyk breaking his hand in the final round it left a massive hole but that 
was quickly filled by club legend Nick “Buster” Bentley who stepped up to the plate. Unfortunately the beautiful weather we experienced throughout the week hadn’t rolled into the 
weekend and we were faced with some grim conditions as we arrived at Price Memorial Oval. We were up for the fight though and ready to take our final revenge from the Grand Final 
loss from last season. 

Adelaide Uni won the toss and decided to kick with the breeze that was heavily favouring one end. The Blacks well and truly made the most of this breeze and started very strongly. 
They were on top in the midfield and with their inside 50s having that extra carry it meant their entries were deep giving their forwards the best opportunity to score. Their fast ball 
movement made it very difficult to defend as they seemed score with relative ease and made the most of their chances. Unfortunately they had gotten the jump on us, kicking 4 goals 
1 to 1 point as they took a 24 point lead into the first break which left us with plenty of work to do. The quarter time score was Pembroke 0.1.1 to Uni 4.1.25 

Despite going down by a significant margin in the first quarter I felt the boys were playing some pretty reasonable footy and certainly matched them around the contest. We now had 
the breeze and we had to make the most of it. We came out flying in the second quarter and seriously started dominating around the ground and getting plenty of inside 50s. Mark 
Bachetti and Lochie Edwards were dominating and giving our forwards ample opportunities to get on the scoreboard. Unfortunately our dominance was not rewarded as we kicked 
1 goal 5 for the quarter while Adelaide Uni were held scoreless. However there were some awesome signs in this quarter and you could tell we were seriously on top even though that 
hadn’t yet shown on the scoreboard. The score at the main break was Pembroke 1.6.7 to Uni 4.1.25. 

We knew coming out of half time that we were right in this game if we could make the most of our opportunities. This quarter was going to be vitally important as we were kicking 
into the breeze again and had to make sure we limited their scoring so we were within striking distance heading into the last quarter. After kicking the first goal of the quarter our 
confidence was sky high and we were in with a serious chance but unfortunately Uni turned it on and managed to hit back with 4 unanswered goals. This saw Unis lead extended out 
beyond 5 goals and we knew we were going to be up against it heading into the last quarter. The score at the final break was Pembroke 2.7.19 to Uni 8.2.50. 

The message at three quarter time was all about taking risks and doing everything we could to pull off a miracle. We had the breeze so we knew we had the opportunity to score 
quickly if we were able to take our chances. Again, we came out dominating through the midfield and around the ground which meant the majority of the quarter was played in our 
forward half but the flood gates never opened. We kicked another 3 goals 2 but Uni kicked 2 goals straight meaning they ran out 23 point victors and our season was over. The score 
at the final siren was Pembroke 5.9.39 to Adelaide Uni 10.2.62. As you can see by the scoreline Adelaide Uni took almost all of their chances which is exactly what you need to do in 
big Preliminary Finals so congratulations and full credit to them. Our boys cracked in all day and dominated the majority of the game but unfortunately we couldn’t get it done on 
the scoreboard which ultimately cost us a Grand Final berth. A bitterly disappointing way to go out but despite the way it ended it had been an awesome season overall. It’s been an 
absolute pleasure coaching this group once again and I know we are building something special here and we’re on the verge of success. We must now stick together and make sure 
we all return for 2022 and make sure we finally clinch that elusive C grade flag. Thanks to everyone who played in the C grade this season and to everyone who provided me with 
assistance this year. We will be back and we will go even further next season, I’ve got no doubt. Love the Kings, love the Glams!!

Steven Bevan,
C Grade Coach/The Big Stecepapi
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PLAYER MILESTONESPLAYER MILESTONES

PLAYER GAME TALLY

Scott Fischer 149

Vincent Zito 49
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MAJOR SPONSORMAJOR SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORGOLD SPONSOR

JUMPER SPONSORJUMPER SPONSOR



SCOREBOARD SPONSORSCOREBOARD SPONSOR

PAVILLION SPONSORPAVILLION SPONSOR



SILVER SPONSORSILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORBRONZE SPONSOR

Complete a 4 week trial with The HIRT Method for 
$99 with all proceeds going to the Pembroke Kings. 

Click the link to register your interest 

https://bit.ly/HIRTKings

ALLERT/CARRUTHERS 
FAMILY

ALLAN EVANS

THE SYDNEY KINGS



Board Members:

President:
Mark Wightman

Vice President:
Charles Canny

Treasurer
Paddy Trutwin

Secretary
Jake Van Der Hoek

Senior Executive:  Footy  Operations:
Allan Evans    Chris Taylor   
Peter Read   
James Pinkney   POSA Rep / School Liaison:    
Kathy Carruthers  Tom Evans   
    Jack Green      
Fundraising:  
Venkha Sivashanker  Merchandise:
Charles Canny   Susie Wightman
    Tom Moir
Social:    
Venkha Sivashanker  Communications & Media:
Charles Canny   Alex Breda

Food & Beverage  Women’s Team:
Peter Read   Chris Taylor
    Susie Wightman
Sponsors:
For further information regarding our memberships and sponsorships please contact the club’s 
sponsorship team members:

Charles Canny   Kathy Carruthers  Club Website and Facebook Page:
Mobile: 0401 087 188

Jake Van Der Hoek  Tom Denyer
Mobile: 0423 767 137

Email:pembrokekings.sponsorship@gmail.com
pembrokekingsfc@gmail.com

PEMBROKE KINGS CONTACT


